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Fleet Scrapper is an independently developed game. We’d describe it as a retro science fiction racer/exploration game with RPG elements. It has completely original art and animation as
well as character design and dialog. Created by a team of two brothers, this is Creatorship Games first full-fledged game and started out as just a small learning project for the both of
us. There are currently 4 difficulty levels and over 30 levels per difficulty. The game is developed using GMS 1.4 and GraphicsGale to create most of the game. Fleet Scrapper is an
independently developed game. We’d describe it as a retro science fiction racer/exploration game with RPG elements. It has completely original art and animation as well as character
design and dialog. Created by a team of two brothers, this is Creatorship Games first full-fledged game and started out as just a small learning project for the both of us. There are
currently 4 difficulty levels and over 30 levels per difficulty. The game is developed using GMS 1.4 and GraphicsGale to create most of the game. About The Game Fleet Scrapper: Fleet
Scrapper is an independently developed game. We’d describe it as a retro science fiction racer/exploration game with RPG elements. It has completely original art and animation as well
as character design and dialog. Created by a team of two brothers, this is Creatorship Games first full-fledged game and started out as just a small learning project for the both of us.
There are currently 4 difficulty levels and over 30 levels per difficulty. The game is developed using GMS 1.4 and GraphicsGale to create most of the game. MP1TEU VERSION! PLZ
SUBSCRIBE! NEVER MISS MORE GREAT EPISODES! KICK THEM UP! FOLLOW ME ON INSTAGRAM: Twitter: SOUNDCREATION CODES: Freestyles are music that I (Loup-polyphonic) use
myself. These means, the composer of the track is not listed on the music credits! So, I (Loup-polyphonic) took care of the composition, recording, sound designing, writing,

The Ramen Sensei Features Key:
Realistic, 3D graphics
Unique game play
Animated characters
2 worlds with each level having their own special features
Expansion packs available through a feedback section in game
Collect gold in the game and use it to buy fun accessories for your characters

And so on... And when I place the style tags in the header only for IE and try to load it, I face this: Error 324 (net::ERR_NAME_NOT_RESOLVED): The server name or IP address could not be resolved. But placing style tags in the DOCTYPE works for all browsers except IE. How can I make it work for both IE and non-IE? What other considerations does IE have that I need to deal
with? A: This has nothing to do with IE7 and everything to do with Internet Explorer's security sandbox design. When IE6 and earlier tried to evaluate the element, it looked in the C:\WINDOWS\system32\drivers\etc\hosts file for the server name to resolve. This is the net::ERR_NAME_NOT_RESOLVED error that you're seeing. (Basically, it's a cross-platform error that Internet
Explorer can't resolve the server name for the site that's loading, which isn't found.) The solution isn't to use a DOCTYPE. The problem is that Internet Explorer's sandbox prevents that from happening. Linked from that, the reason different browsers see a different result is that the browser developers use different styles to "generate" the DOCTYPE. They set the DOCTYPE for IE
differently (which is the reason for the difference between Firefox and Internet Explorer). The DOCTYPE for Internet Explorer is set using: Whereas the DOCTYPE for Firefox and Opera are set using the usual:
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